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Abstract—This paper considers a general linear vector Gaus-
sian channel with arbitrary signalling in the presence of Gaussian
or Gaussian mixture input noise — i.e., noise added to a desired
signal prior to its measurement. Generalising the fundamental
relationship unveiled by Guo and extended by Palomar, we show
for this scenario that the gradient of the mutual information
between a desired signal — or its discrete class label — and a
measured output with respect to the measurement matrix can
be expressed in a novel form without a requirement for the
approximations made in previous papers. We demonstrate that
the derived expressions can outperform approximate gradient
terms when integrated within a gradient ascent multi-objective
optimisation approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the fundamental relationships between

information theory and estimation theory have been inves-

tigated [1]–[4]. The interplay between mutual information

(MI) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) — denoted

I-MMSE — established by these works has provided new

insights into various applications [5]–[7]. In [1] and [4], Guo

et al. established an explicit relationship between MMSE and

the derivative of the input-output MI for additive Gaussian and

non-Gaussian noise channels, respectively. Palomar et al. then

generalised the I-MMSE relationship to linear vector Gaussian

channels [2]. Recent research in [3] reviews a number of other

advances, and employs a functional approach to study signal

models with both additive and multiplicative noise.

To reduce computational complexity and increase inter-

pretability when processing high dimensional data, one typi-

cally employs dimensionality reduction. While linear methods

based on random projections have gained significant attention

recently under the guise of compressive sensing [8] (CS),

random projections may not be the best choice if we know

the statistical properties of the underlying signal [9]. In the

information-theoretic (IT) approach, the projection matrix is

designed by maximising the MI between the projected signal

and the source signal or its class label [10]–[12]. Intuitively,

as MI increases, the recovery of the source signal or label

information improves; indeed, the Bayes classification error

is bounded by the MI [12]. Given that the MI is typically

not easy to calculate numerically, IT algorithms typically

seek an approximation to the Shannon MI. For example,

in some studies [10], [11], the quadratic MI — which can

be calculated analytically using quadratic Rényi entropy —

is used instead. Without compromising or simplifying the

objective function, work in [13] and [14] has demonstrated

the use of Shannon MI optimisation for linear feature design

in both signal recovery and classification, respectively, for an

arbitrary source distribution. In [15], Wang et al. combine

these aspects to formulate an algorithm capable of balancing

signal recovery and classification.

The majority of CS approaches tackle scenarios in which a

source is compressively sampled in the presence of measure-

ment noise — i.e., noise added after the act of measurement.

The main signal model considered in this paper instead corre-

sponds to an instance of CS with input — or “folded” [16] —

noise, which some argue is a more realistic setup for CS [17].

Within the confines of an input noise model — where the I-

MMSE relationships of [1], [2] do not apply — Gu et al.

establish in [18]–[20] an approximation to the gradient of

MI with respect to a channel matrix by exploiting a first-

order Taylor expansion of the entropy. To achieve such an

approximation, these works place constraints on the mean

of the output signal and on the characteristics of the source

— which is assigned a Gaussian mixture (GM) distribution.

In general, a single Gaussian model does not provide a

sufficiently accurate description of source signals [21]; instead,

the distribution of a collection of signals can be approximated

by a mixture of several Gaussians. In CS scenarios, such GM

models (GMMs) have been shown to be effective [22] and in

some cases superior to sparse signal models [21].

In this paper, we show for a linear vector channel with

Gaussian or GM input noise that the gradient of the MI

between a desired signal with arbitrary probability distribution

— or its discrete class label — and a measured output with

respect to the measurement matrix can be expressed in a

novel form without a requirement for the approximations

made in related work [18]–[20]. To illustrate their utility, we

demonstrate that the derived expressions can be integrated

within a gradient ascent multi-objective optimisation approach

that extends the work of [15]. Specifically, the method in [15]

functions only for a channel with Gaussian or Poisson mea-

surement noise, while our approach applies to channels with

both GM input noise and Gaussian measurement noise. The

Bayesian inference model of [23] was used in the approach

of [15]; since this model only considers measurement noise,

we utilise a novel extension of this model that incorporates

GM input noise. We benchmark our derived gradient terms

against approximations to the gradient of MI obtained via the

approach of [18].

Below, Sec. II and Sec. III establish the signal model

considered in this paper and some key theoretical results.

Sec. IV provides a practical demonstration of some of the
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derived expressions, and conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.

Notation: Straight bold lowercase and uppercase symbols

denote vectors and matrices, respectively. Italicised uppercase

letters such as Y and C denote random vectors and variables;

their realisations are represented using a lowercase equivalent,

such as y or c. We use the notation Ex,y,k[f(x, y, k)] =
∑

k sk
∫∫

px|k(x|k)py|x,k(y|x, k)f(x, y, k) dy dx for an arbi-

trary function f(x, y, k) and discrete probability sk dependent

on index k. Following typical notation, E[x|y] denotes the

expectation of x over the distribution px|y(x|y). Throughout

this work, In is an n × n identity matrix and [Φ]ij is the

(i, j)th element of a matrix Φ.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

In this work, we consider a real-valued signal model. The

theoretical results of Sec. III can be extended to complex-

valued signals with minor modifications; the details of this are

therefore omitted in the pursuit of brevity. The real-valued CS

model with measurement noise is considered in the majority

of related works [1]–[3]. This is typically conveyed as follows:

Y = ΦX + W . (1)

Here, we instead utilise the following input (“folding” [16])

noise model considered in some other related works [18], [20]:

Y = Φ(X + N) + W . (2)

Following the compressive sampling protocol, we have mea-

surements Y ∈ R
m obtained from some desired signal X ∈ R

n

via a compressive measurement matrix Φ ∈ R
m×n, with

m ≪ n. The noise term N ∈ R
n, which is independent of

X, is a GM defined by

N ∼
∑K

k=1
skN (n;µ(k),Γ(k)) , (3)

with µ
(k) ∈ R

n, Γ(k) ∈ R
n×n, and

∑K

k=1 sk = 1. The vector

W ∼ N (w;ν,Λ) represents arbitrary additive Gaussian noise.

Given the above, the distribution of Y given the observation

of x and the knowledge that n has been generated according

to the kth Gaussian component in the distribution of N is

py|x,k(y|x, k) =
e−

1
2 (y−ȳ(k))TΣ

(k),−1(y−ȳ(k))

(2π)
m
2 det

{

Σ(k)
} 1

2

, (4)

with mean vector ȳ(k) = Φ(x + µ
(k)) + ν and covariance

Σ
(k) = ΦΓ

(k)
Φ

T +Λ. It is assumed that Σ(k) is invertible.

One can therefore obtain py|x(y|x) =
∑K

k=1 skpy|x,k(y|x, k).
Suppose that an instance of X is generated by one of J

underlying classes, with each class, c = 1 . . . J , occurring with

probability zc. If the data distribution for class c is px|c(x|c),
the joint density is px,c(x, c) = zcpx|c(x|c), and the global

signal density is px(x) =
∑J

c=1 zcpx|c(x|c). For now, we make

no assumption on the form of px|c(x|c).

III. KEY THEORETICAL RESULTS

In this section, we generalise the gradient of MI results

of [2] to scenarios incorporating a linear vector channel with

Gaussian or GM input noise and Gaussian measurement noise.

We state new expressions for the gradient of the MI between

a desired signal with arbitrary probability distribution — or

its discrete class label — and a measured output with respect

to the measurement matrix.

Theorem 1 (Gradient of I(X;Y) with Gaussian input noise).

With I(X;Y) defined as the Shannon MI between X and Y, for

the signal model of (2) with N modelled by a single Gaussian

distribution such that K = 1, Γ = Γ
(1), and Σ = ΦΓΦ

T+Λ,

the gradient of I(X;Y) with respect to Φ is

∇ΦI(X;Y) = Σ
−1

ΦE

(

In −Φ
T
Σ

−1
ΦΓ

)

, (5)

with MMSE matrix E = Ex,y[(x− E[x|y]) (x− E[x|y])T].

Proof. One can obtain (5) via the derivations in [2]. The first

term is simply the well-researched gradient of I(X;Y) with

respect to Φ for the case of the signal model in (1) ((21) in [2]),

and the second term is — via the chain rule — the product of

the derivative of I(X;Y) with respect to the covariance matrix

Σ ((27) in [2]) and the derivative of Σ with respect to Φ. �

Theorem 2 (Gradient of I(X;Y) with GM input noise). The

gradient of I(X;Y) with respect to Φ for the signal model

of (2) with N modelled by a GM distribution is

∇ΦI(X;Y) = Λ
−1

ΦEz,x , (6)

with Z = X + N such that X → Z → Y, Ez,x =

Ex,y

[

(E[z|x, y]−E[z|y])(E[z|x, y]−E[z|y])T
]

,

E[z|x, y] = E
k|x,y

[ (

Γ
(k),−1 +Φ

T
Λ

−1
Φ

)−1

×
(

Γ
(k),−1

(

x + µ
(k)

)

+Φ
T
Λ

−1(y− ν)
)]

, (7)

and

E[z|y] = E
x|y

[E[z|x, y] ] = E
k|y

[ (

Γ
(k),−1 +Φ

T
Λ

−1
Φ

)−1

×
(

Γ
(k),−1

(

E[x|y, k] + µ
(k)

)

+Φ
T
Λ

−1(y− ν)
)]

. (8)

Proof. The gradient of I(X;Y) with respect to the measure-

ment matrix Φ is ∇ΦI(X;Y) = ∇Φh(Y) − ∇Φh(Y|X).
To obtain (6), we formulate individual expressions for the

gradient of the entropy of Y, ∇Φh(Y), and the gradient of the

conditional entropy, ∇Φh(Y|X). In the interest of conserving

space, the resulting proof will be described in a subsequent

publication. �

Remark 1. Note that if K = 1, Γ = Γ
(1), and Σ = ΦΓΦ

T+
Λ, Theorem 2 reduces to the result of Theorem 1.

Theorem 3 (Gradient of I(C;Y) with GM input noise). With

I(C;Y) defined as the Shannon MI between the class of X

— denoted by random variable C — and Y, the gradient of

I(C;Y) with respect to Φ for the signal model of (2) is

∇ΦI(C;Y) = Λ
−1

ΦEz,c . (9)

Here, Ez,c = Ec,y

[

(E[z|c, y]−E[z|y])(E[z|c, y]−E[z|y])T
]

,

E[z|c, y] = E
k|c,y

[ (

Γ
(k),−1 +Φ

T
Λ

−1
Φ

)−1

×
(

Γ
(k),−1

(

E[x|c, y, k] + µ
(k)

)

+Φ
T
Λ

−1(y− ν)
)]

, (10)

and E[z|y] is as defined in (8).
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Proof. The gradient of the MI between C and Y can be defined

as ∇ΦI(C;Y) = ∇Φh(Y) − ∇Φh(Y|C). An expression

for ∇Φh(Y) is obtained as part of the extended proof of

Theorem 2; thus, we require only an expression for∇Φh(Y|C)
to evaluate ∇ΦI(C;Y). The derivation of this — which, for

brevity, is omitted here — uses the expression for ∇Φh(Y|X)
from Theorem 2 and the knowledge that C → X → Z → Y

forms a Markov chain. �

IV. PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION

A. Scenario

For a practical demonstration of the utility of the derived

expressions, we will consider an application involving the

signal model in (2) and the result given in Theorem 2. Within

the context of this model, we opt for both X and N to be

represented by GMMs. Their distributions are defined as

X ∼
∑J

c=1
zc

∑O

o=1
πc,oN (x;χc,o,Ωc,o) , (11)

N ∼
∑L

ℓ=1
rℓ

∑G

g=1
υℓ,gN (n;ηℓ,g,Θℓ,g) . (12)

Here, the probability distributions of classes c = 1 . . . J and

ℓ = 1 . . . L of X and N are characterised by GMs with O and

G components, respectively.

If we want to identify the Φ that maximises I(X;Y), we

can reparameterise N according to (3) and use the relevant

∇ΦI(X;Y) from (6) in a gradient ascent scenario akin to that

of [15]. Analogously, we could maximise I(N;Y) by treating

X as a noise signal. Here, we consider the case that I(X;Y)
is to be maximised, while I(N;Y) is to be minimised. Such

a scenario may occur when both a desired and an undesired

signal — with known or identifiable probability distributions

— are simultaneously measured via matrix Φ in the presence

of measurement noise W. The undesired signal encapsulated

by N might, for example, contain sensitive information. The

objective function to be maximised in this case would be

F (Φ, β) = I(X;Y)− βI(N;Y) , (13)

where β ∈ R controls the relative importance of the “privacy

term” I(N;Y). This problem is reminiscent of the one in [15];

though in this case, we distinguish between two independent

sources instead of balancing the reconstruction and classifi-

cation of a single source. If desired, one could add a term

containing I(C;Y) to (13) to account for the MI between the

underlying classes of X and the output.

An iterative gradient ascent algorithm can attempt to iden-

tify the Φ that maximises F (Φ, β) by setting Φ ← Φ +
δ∇ΦF (Φ, β) at each iteration. The step size δ > 0 controls the

rate of change of Φ. To obtain ∇ΦI(X;Y), we reparameterise

the probability distribution of N according to (3) with

K = LG , sk = rℓ′υℓ′,g′ , µ
(k) = ηℓ′,g′ ,

Γ
(k) = Θℓ′,g′ , ℓ′ =

⌈

k
G

⌉

, g′ = ((k − 1)modG)+1,

where ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling function. We can then evaluate (6) via

Monte Carlo (MC) integration and utilise the inference model

detailed in Sec. IV-B.

To obtain ∇ΦI(N;Y), we redefine the probability distri-

bution of X as a GM with JO components and use an

appropriately modified version of the inference model below.

B. Inference Model

Under the chosen signal model in (2), the general Bayesian

inference model is a novel extension of the model in [23] that

incorporates input noise. It is constructed with the following

modifications to the existing model:

px|y(x|y) =
∑J

c=1
z̃c px|y,c(x|y, c) , (14)

z̃c = pc|y(c|y) =
zc py|c(y|c)

py(y)
=

zc py|c(y|c)
∑J

c′=1 zc′ py|c(y|c′)
, (15)

py|c,k,o(y|c,k,o) = N (y;Φ(χc,o+µ
(k))+ν,Σ(k)+ΦΩc,oΦ

T),
(16)

py|c(y|c) =
∑O

o=1

∑K

k=1
πc,o sk py|c,k,o(y|c, k, o) , (17)

px|y,c(x|y, c) =
∑O

o=1

∑K

k=1
π̃(k)
c,oN (x; χ̃(k)

c,o , Ω̃
(k)
c,o ) , (18)

Ω̃
(k)
c,o =

(

Φ
T
Σ

(k),−1
Φ+Ω

−1
c,o

)−1

, (19)

π̃(k)
c,o =

πc,o sk py|c,k,o(y|c, k, o)

py|c(y|c)
, (20)

χ̃
(k)
c,o = Ω̃

(k)
c,o

(

Φ
T
Σ

(k),−1
(

y−Φµ
(k)−ν

)

+Ω
−1
c,oχc,o

)

. (21)

An estimate of x given knowledge of y can be obtained via

x̂ = E[x|y] =
∑J

c=1
z̃c

∫

xpx|y,c(x|y, c) dx (22)

and the most likely class given knowledge of y is

ĉ = max
c

z̃c = max
c

{

zcpy|c(y|c)
}

. (23)

Using the above model, closed-form expressions can also be

found for

E[x|c, y, k] =

∑O

o=1 πc,o py|c,k,o(y|c, k, o)χ̃
(k)
c,o

∑O

o′=1 πc,o′ py|c,k,o(y|c, k, o′)
(24)

and

E[x|y, k] =

∑J

c=1

∑O

o=1 zc πc,o py|c,k,o(y|c, k, o)χ̃
(k)
c,o

∑J

c′=1

∑O

o′=1 zc′ πc′,o′ py|c,k,o(y|c′, k, o′)
. (25)

A similar inference model can also be derived for the

classification and reconstruction of N.

C. Gradient-Based Numerical Solution

To attempt to identify the Φ that maximises F (Φ, β), we

adapt the iterative gradient ascent approach of [15]. Note

that F (Φ, β) — and indeed the objective function in [15]

— is not, in general, a convex or concave function of Φ;

thus, finding a global-optimal solution is not guaranteed.

During iterations, we constrain the energy of Φ such that

tr
{

ΦΦ
T
}

= m. In agreement with [15], during testing, an

orthonormality (ΦΦ
T = Im) constraint offered similar per-

formance. Updating Φ without a constraint also resulted in

comparable performance; however, a greater degree of care
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Fig. 1. (a) Classification accuracy and (b) reconstruction error versus
algorithm iteration for sources X and N when using novel gradient terms.

was required when selecting step size δ. Note that without an

active constraint, the effect of W on the output measurement

can be negated by scaling the elements of Φ towards infinity.

The gradient ascent approach operates over a total of ρ

iterations and can be summarised as follows:

• Draw [Φ]ij from N (0, 1); normalise s.t. tr
{

ΦΦ
T
}

=m.

• While the number of iterations is below ρ:

1) Draw S samples of X, N, and W; evaluate (2).

2) Compute (19), (20), and (21); evaluate (25).

3) Compute ∇ΦI(X;Y) via (6) using MC integration.

4) Update the inference model for N; compute ∇ΦI(N;Y).
5) Φ← Φ+ δ∇ΦF (Φ, β); normalise s.t. tr

{

ΦΦ
T
}

= m.

D. Simulation Results for Real Data

Real data was acquired from the USPS dataset, which

contains 16×16 grayscale images of handwritten digits 0 to 9.

To aid the fitting of GMMs to the images, the two-dimensional

discrete cosine transform was applied to each image and the

result was vectorised such that n = 256. Signals X,N ∈ R
n

were chosen to represent digits 0 to 4 and 5 to 9, respectively.

The sum x + n is therefore the superposition of two digits.

Using the expectation-maximisation algorithm [24] and 500
training examples of each digit, the distributions of X and

N were fitted such that each of the J = L = 5 classes had

O = G = 3 mixture components. For demonstration purposes,

samples of measurement noise W ∈ R
m were drawn according

to W ∼ N (w;0, 10−6
Im). Values of m = 8 and δ = 0.01

were used and S = 500 Monte Carlo draws were utilised to

evaluate ∇ΦF (Φ, β) with β = 1. At each iteration, 100 test

samples of X and N were used to compute the classification

accuracy (measured in the range [0, 1]) and reconstruction

error. The latter was measured via the metrics

ǫx = E

[

‖x̂−x‖2
2

‖x‖2
2

]

, ǫn = E

[

‖n̂−n‖2
2

‖n‖2
2

]

, (26)

where n̂ = E[n|y]. Results were averaged over 100 instances

of the simulation scenario.

Fig. 1 shows, in red, the proposed method’s performance

over 100 iterations. In blue are upper- and lower-bounds for

X and N; these were obtained by optimising for I(X;Y) only

and I(N;Y) only, respectively. Clearly, by optimising over

two terms simultaneously, some performance has been lost.

However, the results do confirm that the method is working

as expected; i.e., information relating to X has been retained

while information relating to N has been reduced. It is clear

that increasing I(X;Y) decreases reconstruction error for X
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Classification accuracy and (b) reconstruction error versus
algorithm iteration when using approximation [18] to gradient terms.

Fig. 3. Original digits: (a) x, (b) n, (c) x+ n. Reconstructed digits following
design of Φ: (d) x̂, (e) n̂, and (f) x̂ + n̂.

while increasing the accuracy at which the underlying classes

can be estimated. Note that a similar relationship was observed

in [15]. For N, decreasing I(N;Y) increases reconstruction

error while decreasing classification accuracy.

For comparison purposes, we used an identical problem

formulation to that defined above with alternative expressions

for ∇ΦI(X;Y) and ∇ΦI(N;Y) derived from the approxi-

mate gradient of MI solution presented in [18]. Results for

this method are shown in Fig. 2. When compared with the

proposed gradient term, the approximate gradient operates

similarly when optimising for X, but offers poorer performance

when minimising the information regarding N. Indeed, the

approximate gradient term is not capable of solely minimising

I(N;Y) and the intended lower-bound for N is ignored when

optimising for both X and N.

After 100 iterations, the measurement matrix Φ generated

by the proposed approach was utilised to facilitate the recon-

struction of the digits in Fig. 3. It can be seen that information

regarding X has been preserved, while knowledge of the

structure of N has been reduced.

If we wish to reduce computational complexity, we might

choose to approximate the distributions of X and N with

fewer GM components. Conversely, to improve performance,

we might choose to increase the number of components.

Similarly, increasing m should increase performance at the

expense of higher complexity. Fig. 4 demonstrates the impact

of changing the number of components and measurements for

both the proposed and approximate gradient terms. Each data

point is the final ǫx obtained after ρ = 100 iterations. For

reference purposes, results from using a random, untrained,

measurement matrix are also provided; for this, elements of

Φ were generated such that [Φ]ij∼N (0, 1) and Φ was then
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction error ǫx versus number of measurements when using
proposed and approximate [18] gradient terms with G=O ∈ {1, 3, 5} GM
components for each class. Results for random Φ are also shown.

normalised to satisfy tr
{

ΦΦ
T
}

=m.

Fig. 4 confirms that increasing m and O generally increases

performance, though the increase from O = 3 to O = 5 is

small — indicating that increasing O beyond this point is

unnecessary. The figure also demonstrates that using a random

matrix instead of one obtained via the proposed gradient-based

numerical solution results in universally poorer performance.

The proposed gradient term outperforms the approximation

offered by [18] for low m; however, as m increases, the two

approaches begin to exhibit similar performance. As compu-

tation of the approximate gradient terms does not require MC

integration, and since computational complexity increases with

m, the approximate gradient terms become more appealing

when m is large; thus, they are a viable alternative to the

proposed gradient terms.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that for a vector Gaussian

channel with GM input noise, the gradient of the MI between

a desired signal — or its discrete class label — and a mea-

sured output with respect to the measurement matrix can be

expressed without a requirement for the approximations made

in related work. By approximating the distributions of image

data using GMMs, we have demonstrated that the proposed

gradient terms can be integrated within a gradient ascent multi-

objective optimisation approach. Furthermore, simulation re-

sults have demonstrated that the measurement matrix gener-

ated following the insertion of approximate gradient terms into

the same approach offers poorer performance; however, this

disparity diminishes as the number of measurements, m, is

increased. When maximising I(X;Y), trained measurement

matrices have been shown to give superior performance to

those with randomly generated elements.
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